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FOX SPORTS AND TWITTER EXPAND COLLABORATION 

FOR FIFA WOMEN’S WORLD CUP FRANCE 2019™ 
 

FIFA Women’s World Cup™ NOW Goes Live from Paris, 

Offers New Pre-Tournament Content, Increased Fan Engagement and Interaction 
 

 
LOS ANGELES – FOX Sports, the official FIFA World Cup™ U.S. English-language broadcast 
rights-holder through 2026, and Twitter, following a ground-breaking 2018 FIFA World Cup™ 
collaboration, announce today an expanded relationship for this summer’s FIFA Women’s World 
Cup France™ 2019. The popular FIFA World Cup™ NOW show returns as FIFA Women’s 
World Cup™ NOW, live from Paris every matchday, broadcasting exclusively on Twitter in the 
United States. The show features FOX Sports’ A-list roster of bold experts and personalities – 
plus more highlights and fan interaction.  
 
During live matches, FOX Sports’ Twitter feeds will again post every tournament goal just 
moments after it is scored. Pre-tournament content is new to this year’s agreement, offering one-
of-a-kind access to the U.S. Women’s National team’s SheBelieves Cup journey in March.  
 
“As the leader in live sports, FOX Sports will be bringing fans the seminal event of the summer – 
Team USA’s attempt to become back-to-back FIFA Women’s World Cup champions,” said David 
Katz, EVP, Digital for FOX Sports. “After an amazing 2018 World Cup with Twitter that exceeded 
expectations, we are thrilled to expand our partnership to bring soccer fans closer to the storylines 
and personalities that will captivate them.” 
 
FIFA Women’s World Cup™ NOW emphasizes expanded match highlights and integrated Twitter 
reactions to select moments. With expanded opportunities for fan engagement and interaction, a 
new show segment, driven by FOX Sports’ on-air personalities, will focus on calls-to-action that 
solicit user-generated conversations tied to relevant themes and hashtags. 
 
“We are excited to partner again with FOX Sports to bring the very best premium content from 

the FIFA Women’s World Cup France 2019 and the US Women’s National Team to Twitter 

alongside the passionate soccer conversation,” said Kay Madati, VP and Global Head of 

Content Partnerships at Twitter. “After last summer’s successful Twitter/FOX Sports 

programming collaboration, this expanded effort will bring our engaged audience even closer to 

the action and top stories from this seminal event in France.” 

Pre-tournament, FOX Sports and Twitter will team to offer unique coverage of the SheBelieves 
Cup, featuring teams from Brazil, England, Japan and the U.S., Feb. 27-March 5. This includes 

https://www.ussoccer.com/womens-national-team/tournaments/2019-shebelieves-cup#tab-4
https://www.ussoccer.com/womens-national-team/tournaments/2019-shebelieves-cup#tab-4


highlights on Twitter and Twitter moments throughout this premier event. Ahead of the FIFA 
Women’s World Cup™, FOX Sports’ Twitter feeds will also feature U.S. Women’s National Team 
player countdowns, memorable moments and international athlete features with FOX Sports 
personalities. 
 
The new deal also includes weekly in-tournament Q&As with FOX Sports talent and athletes 

and FIFA World Cup™-specific Twitter Moments.  

During the 2018 FIFA World Cup™, FOX Sports shattered its Twitter records almost daily 

across @FOXSports and @FOXSoccer.  

--FOX SPORTS-- 

 
About FOX Sports 
FOX Sports is the umbrella entity representing 21st Century Fox’s wide array of multi-platform 
US-based sports assets.  Built with brands capable of reaching more than 100 million viewers in 
a single weekend, FOX Sports includes ownership and interests in linear television networks, 
digital and mobile programming, broadband platforms, multiple web sites, joint-venture 
businesses and several licensing relationships.  FOX Sports includes the sports television arm of 
the FOX Broadcasting Company; FS1, FS2; FOX Sports Regional Networks, their affiliated 
regional web sites and national programming; FOX Soccer Plus; FOX Deportes and FOX College 
Sports. FOX Sports also encompasses FOX Sports Digital, which includes FOXSports.com, FOX 
Sports App and FOX Sports GO.  Also included in the Group are FOX’s interests in joint-venture 
businesses Big Ten Network and BTN 2Go, as well as a licensing agreement that establish the 
FOX Sports Radio Network. 
 
About Twitter (NYSE: TWTR) 
Twitter is what’s happening in the world and what people are talking about right now. From 

breaking news and entertainment to sports, politics, and everyday interests, see every side of 

the story. Join the open conversation. Watch live streaming events. Available in more than 40 

languages around the world, the service can be accessed via twitter.com, an array of mobile 

devices, and SMS. For more information, please visit about.twitter.com, follow @Twitter, and 

download both the Twitter and Periscope apps at twitter.com/download and periscope.tv. 
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Brian Strong, FOX Sports 

Brian.Strong@FOX.com 

 

Erik Arneson, FOX Sports 

Erik.Arneson@FOX.com 

 
Twitter PR 
press@twitter.com  
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